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Abstraci 

Human  dialog  participants  regularly  predict the responsas of their  dialog parmers by hypo- 
thetically  assuming  the partnets rolm. This  strategy of using global Pmticigaeiollfaedb~~~ has 
seldom been approximated  in didog systems.  In the system P"MA, the technical  prerequi- 
sites for this  strategy  have  been fulfilled, and  the  system is used as a testbed to explore the 
potential  and  limitations of the  strategy. T h i s  paper  first  introduces a theoeetical  framework for 
analyzing  possible  realizations of global  anticipation  feedback. It then  shows how  the  strategy 
can be realized in a dialog  system  that is capable of taking  both eoles within its dialog  situation. 
An extension of these  techniques  is  discussed  that  atldresses the limited  predictability of  users' 
responses. The final sections  discuss  several  approaches  to  minimiaing  the  computational  cost 
of  using global  anticipation  feedback  and  address  fuether  uses of the anticipation  strategy. 

R6somd 

Dans la communication  humaine, les personnes impliquies dans une situation de dialogue 
prddisent les dventuelles r6ponses de leur  interlocuteur. A cette fin, elles se mettent  mentale- 
ment B la place de celui-ci,  prennent son rôle dans la situation de dialogue  pour  anticiper 
ses eéactions  ou  déterminer ses intentions.  Cette  stratêgie dite d'anticipation de la rétroaction 
(global aniiciparionfeedback) a été rarement ueilis6e dans les systèmes de dialogue  homme- 
machine. Les outils et  techniques  prkalables h l'impl6mentation de cette stratégie ont êté 
dêveloppis dans le système  de  dialogue PM"A qui sert aussi de plate-forme  pour  explorer 
les  avantages et limites d' une telle  stratégie.  Dans cet article,  nous pdsentons d' abord  un cadre 
théorique  pour  analyser  les  possibilités  derêalisation. Nous dicrivonsensuite 1' implémentation 
dans un systhme de dialogue  capable  de  prendre les deux &les dans une situation  de  dialogue. 
Enfin, nous décrivons une méthode  poue  ambliorer les eisultats de l'anticipation  par la prise 
en compte de 1' incertitude  sur  les  mobiles et intentions de l'interlocuteur. Dams la dernière 
p d e ,  nous  discutons  quelques  appeoches  permettant  de  minimiser le coût de  l'utilisation de 
l'anticipation, et nous présentons d'autres possibilités d'utilisation. 

eywords: User Modeling, Anticipation  Feedback, Dialog Systems, Trmsmutability 

As in everyday  dialogs,  intelligent dialog behavior Qf a natmd language (We) system involves 
the ability of the system to shift its cognitive perspective (cf. Flavell et al., 1968; Higgins, 1981) 

'This research was supprted by the German Science  Foundation  (DFG) in its Sp ia l  Collaborative Resemh 
Program on  Artificial  Intelligence and Knowledge Based Systems SFB 314, Project N1, PRACMA. This papa expands 
the shoeter account in (Ndiaye $r Sameson, 1996). 
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in order to take the role of  the  dialog  partner and to simulate  his or her dialog behavior.'  One 
particular way  in which  a  system can anticipate a user's responses  is to make  use of the system's 
own comprehension (and  perhaps  generation) capabilities, temporarily  taking  the role of the user 
and simulating his or her  behavior. The term anticipationfeedback Zoop (AFL) was introduced  to 
characterize such cases (Jameson & Wahlster,  1982;  Wahlster & Kobsa,  1989). 

The types of user response  that  have been anticipated in AFLs include the  following, among 
others: the correct interpretation of elliptical utterances (Jameson & Wahlster,  1982); the accurate 
visualization of scene descriptions  (Novak, 1987; Schirra, 1995; Blocher & Schirra, 1995); the 
drawing of correct inferences  (see, e.g., Joshi,  Webber, & Weischedel,  1984;  Zukerman, 1990); 
and the  pragmatic  interpretation of utterances (Jameson,  1989). 

To date,  almost al1 implemented systems that have  employed  anticipation feedback have  used 
a  limited part of the system to realize  a local AIT. ANTLIMA (Schirra,  1995; Blocher Br Schirra, 
1995) is  a rare example of a  system  that uses a global AFL (Wahlster & Kobsa, 1989, pp.22- 
26): A large  part  of the system's own understanding capabilities  is  used to anticipate the user's 
responses-in ANTLIMA, the way the  user  will visualize verbal descriptions of events perceived 
by the system. 

One way  of viewing the role  of  an AFL in an interactive system is illustrated by the decision 
tree in the  left-hand side of  Figure  1. A system S has to choose among  several possible dialog 
moves ml . . . m, that will  have some effect on the user U. Each mi has some immediate  degree 
of appeal for S, which  can  be  conceived of as a utility Um(mi). But  instead of selecting the  move 
with the highest &(mi), S anticipates the response ri that U is liiely to  make to each mi; and 
each ri is itself  associated with a  utility Ur(ri). S chooses the  move  with the highest total utility 
U,,,(m,) + U,.(r,). An AFL can  be  invoked  in the step where S anticipates U s  response ri. The 
point of doing so is that the determination of U7(ri) in  addition  to &(mi) may affect S's choice 
of a move. 

Most systems that have  used AFLs have  not explicitly reasoned  in tenns of decision trees and 
utilities. Nonetheless,  their  approaches can mostly be viewed as variants  on  the scheme of the 
left-hand side of Figure 1. For  example, S may not  explicitly compute utilities  but  may rather 
simply reject mi if ri is clearly  undesirable (e.g.,  if it  involves a misunderstanding by U). And the 
candidate moves mi can be generated one by one, instead of al1 at once; in this way, each mi can 
represent an  improvement on mi-], taking into account the  results of the anticipations r1 . . . ri-1. 

Further variants  will be mentioned  below. 
The present paper explores  this  relatively  uncharted area of global  anticipation feedback. The 

potential benefits of global AFLs, as well as the problems  involved  in  realizing them, will be 
introduced in  the  remainder of  this section with some examples  from  the  dialog system PRACMA 
(Jameson et al., 1994;  Jameson et al., 1995), which we  use  here as a  testbed. The goals of rlus 
research are (a) to create a  theoretical  framework for analyzing  global AFLs which is more precise 
and differentiated than  the  corresponding theories that  can be found in the relevant  psychological 
and user  modeling  literature; and (b) to  lay a foundation for practically  useful applications of 
global AFLs in dialog systems. 

'"Every  communicator cames around  with  him an image of the  rcceiver.  He takes his  receiver  (as  he  pictures  hirn to 
be) into  account  when  he  produces  a  message.  He  anticipates  the  possible  responses of  this receiver  and  tries to predict 
thern ahead of time. These images  affect  his  own  message  behaviors." (Berlo, 1960, p. 117) 

"Penser a la pensée d'autrui est une  caractéristique essentielle de toute attitude sociale; chacun  cherche &suivre et & 
devancer le progks de  la pensC de  l'autre,  l'avantage & n t  celui qui devine  une pensCe  de  l'autre que celui-ci croit 
ignorée."  (Guillaume, 1954, p. 182) 
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Figure 1:  Decision treees that 
selecting a move. 

TOM 
Utilily 

illustrate the strategy of anticipating the user's response before F 

The right-haad side represents a generalization of the left-hmd side by taking into account uncertainty about the user's 
responses. 

1.1 Dialog Situation of PRAC 
PRACMA models  dialogs in which a person (to be called the seller) is trying to sel1 his or her 

used car to a potential bl4yer (cf. Figure 2). PRACMA is is able to tdlke the role of either the seller or 
the buyer  within  its dialog situation. This ability to switch  roles cm be seen as a particular variant 
of the property  of didog systems that Wahlster 6% Kobsa (1989, p. 30) define as transmutability: 
the property of being  adaptable to applications that diffa with respect to "dialog type, user type, 
and intended system behavior".This  within-dialog  transmutability in PRACMA enables  the system 
to realize various  types of AFLs-in particular truly global AFLs, in which  the system consults a 
complete instantiation of  itself in order to anticipate the dialog patner's responses. 

The goals of the  two  dialog  participants in PRACMA's example domain conflict to a certain 
degree: The buyer  wants to get the  best possible information on which to base a decision about the 
car,  whereas  the seller would like to ;el1 the car,  whether or not it is reaily  suitable for the  buyer. 
Whan S is the seller,  this  conflict  increases the importance of anticipation  feedback for S. because 
it increases the  range of utility  that L4's pesponses  can  have  for S. For example, if U decides to 
ask about an  attribute of the  car,  it rnakes a big difference to a  noncoopeeative seller whether this 
attribute happens to be one on which the car rates highly or poorly;  for a cooperative  seller, this I 

difference would not be so important. 

1.2 A Simple and a Cornplex Local APL 
When PRACMA t&es the d e  of the seller, one frequent task  of the system is to decide what 

(if  anything) to Say about some  attribute of the car (e.g., about the car's overall  mileage). To do 
SB, S anticipates the effect of various possible coments  concerning that attribute on the  buyeh's 
evaluation  process.  TWQ  types of local AFLs have  been  implemented for this  purpose,  a simple, 
fast one and a sophisticated, more time-consuming one. 

When using the simple A F L ,  S simply  invokes the same procedures  that  it would use in the role 
of the  buyer to determine  the  evaluative  implications of each comment it is considering, essentially 

1 
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Figure 2 Beginning of an example  dialog  with PRACMA; the system can take the role of either the 
seller or the  buyer. 

asking "What effect would  this  comment  have  on my evaluation of a  car?'. 
When  using the complex A F L ,  S takes into account a number of possible  differences  between  its 

own knowledge and evaluation  standards and those of the U the system is  talking to. For example, 
S might estimate (a) how likely it seems to U that the car's overall  mileage  is  high, (b) whether 
U knows  that overall mileage has implications  not  only for safety but also for the likeliood of 
passing the  next  inspection,  and (c) how  much importance U assigns to the  evaluation dimensions 
of safety and reliability (Jameson & Schtifer, 1994). 

PRACMA uses the simple AEX when taking the role of a seller Who is  not able or willing  to 
devote much attention to the dialog.  Both AFLs are local in that the only part of the system's com- 
prehension capabilities that S makes  use of is S's capability to derive  the  evaluative  implications 
of a  given comment about a  car. 

1.3 A Global AFL 
The use  of a global AFL in PRACMA becomes  necessary  when S tries  to anticipate a  more 

complex response by U :  What U s  next  dialog  move  will  be if S makes  a  given  comment.  For 
example, if S states that the car's overall  mileage is low, U might (a) Say nothing and keep  listening, 
(b) express some reaction  like  "That's  good", and/or (c) ask afurther question,  probably  related  in 
some way to the topic of overall  mileage. It can  be  important for S to  anticipate U's  next move. 
For example, if U asks a  question,  it  might concem some topic  that S would  prefer to avoid  (e.g., 
an  attribute  with respect to which  the  car  is  weak);  if  this  seems  likely, S should consider not 
making  the comment it  originally  intended  to  make. 
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S anticipates U ' s  next dialog rnove  by tempordy pretending that it is the  buyer  in  the  dialog. 
More  concretely, s consults a simultaneously  active hstantiation of PRACMA in which  the  system 
is taking the role of the buyer. S basically asks "How would I respond if 1 were  the  buyer and if 
the seller told  me (in this dialog context)  that  the car's overdl nnileage  is  low?". S uses  the pesults 
of this simulation as feedback to decide whether to  rnake  the comment about the car's overall 
rrnileage in the first place. 

1.4 Potential amd LimiWom d Global MILS 
VVhem Global ASLs are hpecially Applicable 

The reason why a global PLm, is used  in the second  situation  is that ihe response  which kas to 
be anticipated is detemîned by a  number of different capabilities of Zd: U does not only  have  to 
inteqret S's co rnen t  md detemine its implications for the  evaiuation of the car (as in the first 
situation).  Rather, L4 ais0 has to consider what  kind  of dialog  move to produce next; this depends 
on the dialog strategy U is pursuing. And if U decides to ask a question about some attribute of the 
cae, U ha to decide which of ihe many attributes to ask about and hsw to fornulate the  question. 

It would in principle be possible for S to use a combination of seveml local SPKs in order to 
anticipate U's  next dialog move;  but this approach  would require the syskm designers to provide 
for sorne quite complex  processing,  which  would  be applicable only to tkis paticular type of 
anticipation. For anticipating U s  dialog  moves in otherdialog contexts, different solutions would 
have  to be found. 

By contrast, once the system has been  given  the  capability  to obtain global  anticipation feedback, 
this single general technique can be used to anticipate many different types of (observable  and 
unobservable) responses by the dialog  partner. 

ised by Global AFLs 
This  simplicity and generaiity  is,  however,  associated  with a number of limitations and chal- 

lenges. 
1. Withfw-dialog transmutability. A system that uses a global AFL must be able to  take 

the roie of the other participant in the type of dialog it conducis. By  contpast, a local Al% 
presupposes  only that the system be able to do some part of the peocessing  required for the other 
role;  and  this conmon prscessing may involve  a genelric subtask, such as syntactic andysis, which 
is wlatively independent of  any  particular  dialog  role. For human  beings,  tmnsmutability is often 
given, because people learn to t&e mmy different  roles  in dialogs in the course of their  everyday 
experience. (For example,  even a professional  salesperson sften has the  opportunity to act as a 
customer.) But systems that employ user modeling  techniques a ~ e  typically  designed to play a 
particular  r0le. It may therefore require a considerable  additional  investment to enable them to 
switch to the  roie of their dialog partner? 

2. Csmmudetation between system inshntiatiom. It is not trivial for a dialog system to 
invoke  itself  in another role  without  intedelring  with iis workings in its original  role. 

3. Uncerbinty about factors %kat detemine the rwponses of the dialog partner. The 
decision  tree in the  left-hand side of Figure 1 presupposes that S can predict U s  response to any 
given  move mi with  certainty.  The more general  case is shown in the kght-hand side of the figux: 
m e n  considekng a move mi, S can at best namow the possible responses of Ld down to a set 
(rig}. In  the case of a global AI%, this uncertainty  is due to the fact that U ' s  response  will be 
influenced  by some factors  that  are  not  entirely h o w n  to S. In other words, S does not know 

*An alternative  way of realizing a global AFL will  not be considered  further  here: The approach of linking a  systern 
to  another completely different  system  that is capable of taking the other mle in the dialog situation. 
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Figure 3: Overview  of PRACMA's agents and their communication. 
A single solid mow represents an IN FOR^^ message,  which  passes  unsolicited  information from one agent to  another. 
A dashed line followed by a solid arrow  represents  a  sequence of two  communication  acts of the types ASK and REPLY, 
respectively. The subordinate  instantiation of the system is used for global  anticipation  feedback. Its agents exchange 
the same types of message  as the agents  in  the  main  instantiation,  and  they also exchange  the  types  of  message  shown 
in the  right-hand side of  the  figure. 

exactly  how to pretend to be  the  user.  The  question arises as to how S can  best deal with this 
uncertainty. 

4. Efficiency. In general,  it  is  relatively  time-consuming for a  dialog  system  to anticipate the 
complete processing by  the user of a  possible dialog move  by the system.  The  question  therefore 
arises of how the computational cost of using  global AFLs can be minimized. 

2 An  Architecture  for  Anticipation  Feedback 
As background to the  discussion of theses issues, this section  first  introduces the overall archi- 

tecture of PRACMA and  shows how it supports both local and  global AFLs. 
2.1 Multi-Agent  Architecture 

PRACMA is implemented  within  the  multi-agent  architecture CHANNEM (Ndiaye & Jameson, 
1994). CHANNELS uses  techniques from distributed AI and from concurrent  object-oriented 
programming. The system's  modules,  realized as agents, interact cooperatively  through  a 
communication-act-based  protocol  that  govems the exchange of  messages. The agents run  con- 
currently as simulated processes  over a local  network  using PVM (Geist et al., 1994) and ICE 
(Amtrup, 1994). The left-hand  side of Figure 3 shows PRACMA'S agents and  the types of messages 
that they exchange. 

2.2 Realization of Within-Dialog  Transmutability 

transmutability: 
The agents fa11 into  three  categories  that illustrate different ways of realizing  within-dialog 

1. The COMMENT AND QUESTION HANDLER (CQH for short) and the DIALOG PLANNER are 
responsible for high-level  interpretation and generation of the system's utterances. Their 
basic workings are  similar for both  roles,  but  they  use a good  deal of role-specific  declarative 
and procedural knowledge. 
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2. The EVALUATION  HANDLER and the DOMAIN BELEF HANDLEW reason in both d e s  about the 
evaluations  and  beliefs,  respectively, of the buyee. Fach one uses the same basic foemalism 
in  both  roles:  Bayesian networb and a modal-logic-based howledge representation system 
(Hustadt & Nonnengm, 1993), respectively. In the mle of the  buyer,  this reasoning is quite 
simple;  but when the system is  the  seller,  it  constitutes  more  complex menta-bel reasoning. 

3. The remaining  agents function in essentially the same way in both roles. 

The local AIX sketched in Section 1.2, invoked  when S is taking the role of the seller, involves 
straightfowmed  communication  between CQH and the EVALUATION HANDLER of the instantiation of 
PRACMA in the eole  of the  seller. Recall that the puepose is to anticipate U s  evaluative eesponse (in 
the role of the buyer) to a commente. In the simpb variant, CQH sends a query to the EV,4LUATION 
HmDLER that was originally designed for the case where the system is taking the d e  of the 
buyer: The EVALUATION  HANDLER is asked how  much the  system’s own evaluation of a car would 
change on  the  basis of the co rnen t  C. In the comnpfex variarnt, CQH sends a  meta-level  query  that 
is only applicable when the system is the seller: It asks the EVALUATION HANDLER to ~ a o n  on the 
meta-level about24‘s evaluation process and predict Us evdustive response. In either case, after 
obtaining this information h m  the EVALUATION HANDLER, CQH also considees other properties of 
C, such as the extent  to which it is teue and its degree of eelatedness to the cueeent  dialog  focus. 
CQH then eetums to the DIALOG PLANNEW 8 cornent that rates well overdl  accoding to this set 
of criteria, or it  reports to the DIALOG PEANNER that no such  comment  can be found. 

The job of choosing the system’s next dialog move is  divided  hierarchically between the DIALOG 
PLANWER and CQH. The DIALOG PLANNER, an inceemenntal  planner, decides what type of move to 
m&e. In doing so, it takes into ~ C C O U R ~  a vaeiety  of factors,  including the dialog history (stored 
in the PRAGMATIC DIALOG  MEMORY) and vaeious  motivational  parametees  (stored in EGO). Once 
it has decided on a paeticulae type of move, it asks CQH to choose a specific move of that type. 
CQH does this by executing the algorithm BEST-MOVE (sea  Figuees 4 and 5)? This algorithm 
realizes  the  basic  strategy sketched in the left-hand side of Figure 1. Its use is illustnted by  the 
example in the left-hand side of Figure 6. The exmple presupposes that the system is the seller 
and that the dialog  context is the one shown ae the  end of Figure 2-that is, S has just mentioned 
that the cae has back seats and S now has a chance to say  something  else. The DIALOG PLWNNER 
h a  decided that a move  of the type “comment-on-atieibute”  should be made. There are a numbar 
of coments  with some eelevance to the topic of back seats that S could  conceivably  m&e, but 
only  the ones shown on the left in Figure 6 have a sufficiently laege UTILITY-OF-MOVE to  be  worth 
consideeing  further.  The procedure for assessing UTILITY-OF-MOVE is different for each type of 
move, as is  shown  in  Figure 5 .  For the type “comment-on-atieibute”, the coreesponding  algonithm, 
PREDI~~ED-EVALU~T~~N-SHIFT, is also shown in Figure 5 .  

If S did  not  use global anticipation  feedback,  in  this  example S would  simply select the comment ’ 

“The cae has four dooes”, because of its high UTILRY-OF-MOVE. 
To take into account UTILITY-OF-ANTICIPAT~D-~~PON~E as well, @QH uses global anticipation 

to predict how M would respond to each of these  three  comments. A global AFL cannot be  realized 
as a queey to one of the agents that make up the  system,  since it requires an  invocation of  the 
entiee  system.  Theeefore,  the agent GLOBAL ANTICIPATOR maintains a subordinate instantiation 

3The pmicular pseudocode notation used in this and later figures is that of (Russell & Norvig, 1995). 
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function BEST-MOVE(type, consfrainfs) returns a  dialog move  of  type  type  that  fulfills consfrainfs 
/* Executed by CQH */ 
possible-moves t ALLowABLE-MOVEs(type, consfrainfs) 
for m in possible-moves do 

end 
reasodle-moves t subset of possible-moves  with UTILITY > 6 
if *global-anticipation?* = True then 

uTILITY[m] t UTILrrY-OF-MOVE(nz) 

for m in reasonable-moves do 

end 
UTILITY[~~] t UTILWY[@I] + UTILITY-OF-ANTICIPATED-RESPONSE(~IZ) 

return the nt in reasomble-moves  with  the  highest  uTILITY[m] 

Figure 4: CQH’s algorithm for choosing  a  dialog  move of a given  type. 
The square  brackets in the  term UTILlTY[m]  reflect the fact  that UTLWY is not  a  function  but  rather  an  attribute  of  a 
dialog move. The  reasonable-moves  correspond  to  the ml . . . m, in the  left-hand  side  Figure 1: UTILITY-OF-MOVE  and 
UTILITY-OF-ANTICIPATED-RESPONSE correspond  to U, and Ur, respectively.. 

funetion ~TrLITY-OF-MoVE(nlove) returns a  utility 
/* Executed by CQH *I 
case TYPE[move] 

Moves  possible in bofh des :  
silence 

return O 

Moves  possible  in  mle of seller: 
... 

comment-on-attribute: 
retUrn ASK(EVALUATI~N HANDLER, “PREDICrzD-EVALUATION-SHl~(~~ove~) 

... 
Moves  possible in d e  of buyer: 

question-about-attribute: 

evaluative-reaction: 
retUrn ASK(EVALUATION HANDLER, “CURRENT-EVALUATIVE-~NCERTAlNTY(TOPIC[move])”) 

return h4FORMATlVENESS(move) 
... 

function PREDlCTED-EVALUATION-~HlFT(conzment) returns an  estimate of the  shift  in U s  evaluation  that  comment 
would  lead  to 
/* Executed by the EVALUATION HANDLER */ 
construc1  and  evaluate  a  Bayesian  network  to  predict U s  evaluation shift, taking  into  account S’s uncenain  beliefs 
about U s  interests and  knowledge 
predicfion t the probability  distribution  representing the resulting belief  conceming U s  evaluation  shift 
retUrn EXPECTED-VALUE(prediCfion) 

Figure 5: Algorithms  used  by CQH to assess  the  immediate  utility of a  dialog move. 
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Figure 6: Example of use of global anticipation. 
The left-hand side shows an example without  taking  uncertainty  into  acconnt. The right-hmd side shows the same 
example in which uncertainty is taken  into account. 

of PRACMA in a separate COMMONLISP  image,  which  may  be located on mother cornputer: 
The GLOBAL  ANTIClPATOR (nicharned GAP for Global Anticipation Feedback) initidizes the 
subordinate  instantiation to take the other dialog role. The suborddinate instantiation does not 
engage in any  direct  interaction  with the user but  rather  responds  to  inputs from the @AF that 
controls it. 

This subordinate  image  contains instantiations of al1  of PRACMA's agents, including GAF (see 
the  kght-hand  side of Figure 3). One task of GAF is to ensure that the  subordinate instantiation 
constitutes as realistic a model  of the actual user as is possible  given the information available to 
the main instantiation. To accomplish this, GAF regulady queries the agents EVALUATION  HANDLER 
and DOMAIN BELIEF I-IBINDLER in the main instantiation, asking them for their assessments of u ' s  
evduation criteria and howledge; the resulting  estimates  are  used  to  initialize  the corresponding 
agents in the subordhate instantiation. 

In addition to maintaining  the subordhate dinstantiation, GhF handles communication between 
the  two  instantiations, as shown in Figure 3. 

The first  two  algorithms in Figure 7 sumarize how the  subordinate  instantiation  is used to help 
determine the ~ T I L I T Y - O F - A N T ~ C I P A ~ D - ~ P O N S E  comsponding to a possible  move  by S. Even 
after U s  eesponse  has  been anticipated, the task still remains  of asessimg how desirable that move 
is frorn the point of view  of S. To do this peaily  thoroughly, S would  have  to  take into account 
the  possible moves that S might subsequently make;  that is, S would  have to expand the decision 
tree in the ieft-hmd side of Figure 6,  adding nodes to the  right. The feasibility of this approach 
will  be  discussed  below; but in  any case  at sorne  point S must stop looking ahead and must foem 
at least a crude assessment of how desirable a particular  outcome  is  (cf.  the  evaluation functions 

4The CHANNELS xchitecture provides exfernul agenfs that make possible communication bstween different instan- 
tiations. An extemal agent is a  virtual  agent within a PUCRIA instantiation with which the agents within the system can 
communicate  but  which is actually  located in another  instantiation of the system. 
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function UTILITY-OF-ANTICPATED-RESPONSE (move) returns a utility 
I* Executed by CQH $1 
return UTILITY-OF-RESPONSE(ASK(GAF, “ANTICIPATED-RESPoNSE(nlOVe)”)) 

function ANTlCIPATED-RESsWNSE(rnove) returns an anticipated response to move 
/* Executed by GAF *I 
INFORM(NAT0RAL. LANGUAGE ANALYZER, “UITERANCE-INTERPRETED[tnove)”) 
IVtUrn ASK(NATURAL LANGUAGE  GENERATOR, “INFERNAL-REPRESENTATION(LATEST-UITERANCE())”) 

function UTILITY-OPRESPONSE(resp0nse) returns a utility 
I* Executed by CQH *I 
case n P E [ r e s p o n s e ]  

Responses passible in both mles: 
silence: 

return O 

Possible responses fmm buyer: 
... 
question-about-attribute: 

evaluative-reaction: 
return ~TILrrY-oF-MOVE(BEsT-MovE~comment-on-attribute”, “(topic = TO~~C[respunse])”)) 

return POSlTIVENESS[response] 

Possible responsesjhm seller: 
... 

comment-on-attribute: 
return ASK(EVALUATION HANDLER, “REsULT~G-UNCERTA~-REDUCTION(response)”) 

... 

Figure 7: Algorithms for global  anticipation feedback. 
ANTICIPATED-RESPONSE causes the subordinate instantiation to process a possible move  by S; it obtains from the 
NATURAL LANGUAGE GENERATOR an  interna1 representation of the resulting response by the simulated U. (The language- 
processing capabilities of the NATURAL  LANGUAGE  ANAL.YZER and the NATURAL LANGUAGE GENERATOR are nOt made use 
of within the subordinate instantiation.) UTILITY-OFRESPONSE heuristically assesses the desirability of this response 
from the point of  view  of S. 

used to assess the desirability of positions in board  games  such as chess). Some of the  heuristics 
that CQH uses for this  purpose are shown in the  definition of UTILITY-OF-RESPONSE in Figure 7. 
For example, the assessed  utility  to S of having U ask whether the car has four doors is equal to 
the utility of S‘s answering the question  (e.g., by saying “It has four doors”). If U does ever ask 
this particular question, the  system  may  in  fact  find  a  better  way to respond to it; but this rough 
assessment still has some value for planning  purposes. 

Similarly, explicitly positive or negative  expressions of evaluation by U are judged to  be in 
themselves desirable or undesirable, re~pectively.~ 

The left-hand side of Figure 6 illustrates how,  when the ANTICIPATED-UTILITY-OF-RESFONSE is 
taken into account, the  relative  utilities of the various  possible  moves by S can  be different than 
they  would  have  been  without  global  anticipation  feedback.  Specifically, S chooses to comment 
on the car‘s size, even  though the statement  that  it  has four doors would  make a better  initial 

’The reasoning here is, for example, that buyers Who hear themselves express positive evaluations will corne to 
perceive themselves as liking the car and will therefore be more inclined to decide in favor of it. 
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impression,  because S .anticipates  that after the former  comment U will  proceed to ask a question 
about the number of doors anyway. 

The algorithms discussed so far have  presupposed  that,  if S takes  the trouble to use a  global 
A K ,  S will  always anticipate La's response c~mectly. As dready mentioned, this assumption is 
less redistic than the conceptualization  shown  in the kght-hand  side of Figure 1. Rut the question 
rernains: How can  global  anticipation,  given a possible  move mi, return not just a single anticipated 
response ri19 but Pather a set of possible responses . . . ~ i ~ } ?  

This question is difficult to answee  in a  general way. Rut  within  the framework presenled  here, 
the  problem is mmageable if S considers only other eesponses eftizze smne type as the most likely 
response ril. The basic idea is to exploit the way in which @QH chooses moves of a given  type, 
namely by evaluating al1 reasonable  moves of that type  (cf.  Figure 4). Although this algorithm 
has been discussed so far only with respect to its use in the main instantiation, it is of course 
also used in the subordinate  instantiation, when U is being  simulated. For exmple, when the 
subordinate instantiation,  in the r ~ l e  of the buyer,  chooses a specific question to aslc, the CQH of 
the subordinate  instantiation  first considers al1 questions that  have some relevance to the current 
dialog focus and  then chooses the one with  the  highest UTIL-~TY-OF-"NE. A consequence is that 
when  the  subordinate  instantiation has produced a move r;l for U as a response to the move mi 
by S, GAF c m  ask CQH which  moves  it  considered  that  had a UTILITY-OF-MOVE that was almost 
as high as that for ril. The assumption undeelying  this  query is the  following one: The moves  that 
rated  almost as high as ri1 for the simulated U Pepeesent the  most  likely alternative hypotheses 
about how tg will  respond to mi. 

The algorithms in Figure 8 realize this  strategy, which  will be called the runner-rap srmtegy. 
They are generalizations of the corresponding algorithms in Figure 7. Note that anticipating a set 
of possible responses is in itself no more the-consuming than anticipating a single one. 

The kght-hand side of Figure 6 shows how the  example  in  left-hand side turns  out if S applies 
the  runner-up  strategy. Now S t&es into accoumt  the possibility  that U might respond to  the 
comment on the car's size by asking about its fuel consumption. As this happens to be a major 
weak point of the  car, the comment on size now appears to be the least desirable of the  three 
possible comments. 

The nunner-up  stmtegy, as realized  here,  suffers  from  a  fundamental  limitation:  Even  if E is set 
high,  the set retumed by ANTICIPAED-RESPONSES will often not include La's actual response- 
namely,  in cases where  that  response is of a diffeeent type than the ones csnsidered by the 
simulation of Zd. For example, S may t&e into  account  five  possible questions by Zd but fail to  take 
into  account an evaiuative  reaction that is in  fact  more  likely  than  most of the questions. There 
appears to be no straightfoeward way to anticipate the most  likely  responses ofall fypes, given  the 
hieearchical  way  in  which the DIALOG PEANNER and CQH work togeiher to choose moves. 

This limitation does not appear to be specific to the  particular  implementation of global antici- 
pation feedback described  here. In general, it cannot be assumed  that al1  of the responses that an 
agent mi& have made if its  paeameters had  been  slightly  different aE  responses that the agent 
considerd making during its selection of a  single  response. 

Therefore, if the system requires a moee thorough  overview of possible responses by  the  user, 
it  will  have  to  invoke several different simulations of the user, initializing each one somewhat 
differently. This approach is currently being explored with PRACMA. 
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funetion UTILITY-OF-ANTICIPATER-RESPONSE (move) returns a utility 
/* Executed by CQH */ 
possible-urilities t set of utilities  obtained by applying  UTILITY-OF-RESWNSE to the  results  yielded by ASK(GAF, 

return AVE~GE~oss ib le -uf i~ i t~e~)  
“ANTICIPATED-RESWNsE(move)”) 

funetion ~ICIPATED-REsWNSES(move) returns a set of possible  responses  to move 
I* Executed by GAF */ 
INMRM(NATURAL LANGUAGE ANALYZER, “ U ~ E R A N C E - I ~ E R T E D ( m o v e ~ ’ )  
return ASK(CQH, “BEST-MOVES-CONSIDERER(~)”) 

funetion BEST-MOVES-CONSIDERED(E) returns a set of  moves 
I* Executed by CQH */ 
reasonable-moves t the set of  reasonable  moves  considered  during the most recent  execution of BEST-MOVE 
besr-move t the m in reasonable-moves with  the  highest uTILITY[m] 
return the set of al1 m in remonable-moves such that 

UTILlTY[m] 2 UTImy[best-movel --E 

Figure 8: Generalizations of the global anticipation  algorithms (Figure 7) that take into account 
uncertainty  about U’s response. 

from CQH a by-product of its processing. If the relative  likelihoods of the ANTICIPATED-RESFQNSES(move) couid 
be estimated,  these  estimates  would enter into the  calculation of UT~ITY-OF-ANTIC~PATED-RESPONSE; at present, the 
average  of  the possible-utilifies is used as a rough  approximation. 

In ANTICIPATER-RESWNSES, instead Of obtaining a single W U l t  from  the NATURAL LANGUAGE GENERATOR, GAF obtains 

5 Efficiency  Considerations 
Because global  anticipation feedback is computationally  expensive, a system must  be selective 

in applying it. This section discusses several possible  types of selectivity. 
Evaluating moves and responses selectively. The algorithms  presented  above are consistent 

with the idealized  use of decision trees in that they  presuppose  that  al1  branches are to be processed 
completely.  But if it is acceptable to sacrifice some decision  quality,  computation can be done 
more  selectively. For example,  within  a satisficing strategy the search for a  move  can be terminated 
as soon as one move  with  an acceptable overall utility  has  been  found. 

Minimizing look-ahead. As has already  been  noted,  there is no  reason in principle why 
S cannot expand  the  decision trees shown in the  above  figures so as to look farther into the 
future. For  example,  game-playing  programs  often  look at least several moves  ahead.6 A 
different type of look-ahead  can  be  achieved if global  anticipation  is  allowed to occur within the 
subordinate instantiation:  When anticipating U s  next  response, S considers how U will anticipate 
S’s subsequent move, etc. An important  limitation of both of these  types of look-ahead is their 
relatively  high  computational  cost.  For example, to  extend  the  decision  tree  in  the  right-hand side 
of Figure 1 beginning with one of the right-most  nodes, S has to go through the whole  process 
of generating  possible  moves, a process which can involve al1 of the agents which  make  up the 
system.  Note also that  as  the  tree gets deeper,  the  additional  expansions  become less worthwhile, 

6Note that  the  decision  trees  used here differ from the game  trees  used  with  techniques  like  minimax: The utility 
criteria of the user are not  directly  opposed  to those of the system,  and  the  moves  of  each  participant are based in part 
on considerations  that  the other participant is not entirely aware of. Accordingly, the system  views the user  not as an 
adversary but simply  as a cause of events  that  have a limited  degree of predictability. 
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Figure 9: Algorithm  used by CQH to answer eelatively quickly a queey  by the DIALOG PLANNER as 
to wheiher an acceptable  move  of a given type is available in the  cuerent  context. 
The DIALOG PLANNER uses the results of such queries, dong with  other  considerations, ta decide what type of move 
actually to request. Note that  this  algorithm  can  yiald Tme even in cases whem BEsT-Mow (Figure 4) would  not  retum 
a satisfactory move. 

as they concem dialog  moves  which aee increasingly unlikely ever to occur.  One  eeasonable 
approach is to m&e the  amount of look-ahead dependent on (aj the  resources  available to the 
system and (b) the assessed importance of correct anticipation. 

Skipping global  anticipation  feedback  during initial planning. It may be necessary  to 
restrict the use of global  anticipation feedback to a late stage in  the  utterance planning process. 
For example, when  deciding  what  type  of dialog move to make next,  the DIALOG PLANNER often 
asks CQH whether it is  possible to make a worthwhile  move  of a given  type.  Even if CQH responds 
positively, the DIALOG PLANNER may end up choosing a  different  type of dialog move, since other 
criteeia are also relevant.  Because  this type of queey  by the DIALOG PLANNER cornes  frequently, 
it  would  be  impmctical for @QH to  invoke GAF (perhaps eepeatedly) every time it answers such a 
query. hseead, as is shown in Figure 9, CQH simply checks whether  there is some move of the type 
in  question that is acceptable with respect  to the relatively  simple  criterion UTLLJTY-OF-"IVE. It 
is only  when  (and if) the DIALOG PLANNER subsequently asks CQH actually to select a move of 
this type that CQH takes the  trouble to invoke GAF. When it does so, it may of course discoverthat 
al1 of the possible moves  rate  poorly  with respect to ~ ~ ' ~ ~ L ~ ~ Y - o F - B M T I ~ P D - ~ ~ s ~ ~ N s E .  h such 
cases the system's behavior is similar to that of a person Who begins  to say something  and  then has 
second  thoughts  about  the  wisdom of doing so. The occasional appearance of this  phenomenon 
seems to be a necessary  consequence of the limited time  that  the  system  can  spend anticipating 
the user's responses dukng the eady planning of a dialog conteibution. 

Seleetive updaeing OP the  subordinate inshntiatisn. One  necessaey  aspect of a procedure 
for global  anticipation  feedback  has  only  been  mentioned  briefly so fae:  the updating of the 
subordinate instantiation on the  basis of estimates of  the user's knowledge,  evaluation criteria, and 
other charactekstics. Performing  this  updating frequently c m  be  not  only  time-consuming  but 
also wasteful.  For  example, only a small part of the updates may actually  have  any effect on the 
anticipation of U's  next rnove. A simplified approach is to do the  updating  only occasiondly-or 
even only  once, at the beginning of a dialog, on the basis of the initidly availabla  information 
about the  user? 

'The  tendcncy that people  sometimes  show, especially at an early age, to ignore  differences  between themselves and 
their  dialog partners (see, e.g., Astington,  1993; Ravel1 ef al., 1968; Higgins, 1981;  0lBro.n el al., 1981)  may in some 
cases represent an application of this  strategy of selective updating. 



6 Further  Uses of Global  Anticipation  Feedback 
In addition  to the uses of global anticipation  feedback  in PRACMA discussed in the previous 

sections, two further uses has been explored. 
Global anticipation  by PRACMA in  the  role of the  buyer. Global AFLs are. similarly 

applicable  when PRACMA takes the role of the  buyer  in its dialog situation (Ndiaye.  1996a; 
Ndiaye,  1996b). For example, consider the buyer Who is concerned that  a car may  have  air 
conditioning, because air conditioning is somewhat  harmful  to the environment. If the buyer starts 
the  dialog by asking  whether the car has air conditioning,  the seller is l i e ly  to infer that the buyer 
attaches high  importance to comfort; the seller may therefore start volunteering  information  about 
other comfort-related attributes of the car.  If the buyer  can anticipate this response, he or she can 
postpone  the question about air-conditioning;  later, when the seller has had time to form a fairly 
accurate mode1  of the buyer’s  evaluation  standards,  the  buyer may ask the  question,  anticipating 
that  this  problem will no longer arise. 

Anticipating  internal  responses  rather  than  dialog  moves. For concreteness, the discussion 
above has focused on  the  problem of anticipating  what  the user will do next  in the dialog.  But in 
many cases, what S needs to know about is some aspect of U s  internal  processing. It is fairly 
straightforward to extend  the  methods  proposed  here to handle this sort of anticipation. In fact, 
Figure 8 already  showed how GAF can  return to the  main  instantiation  information about internal 
States of the subordinate instantiation  (here:  concerning the responses that were  considered by 
the CQH of the subordinate  instantiation).  But  using  a  global AFL (as opposed to a local one)  to 
anticipate intemal responses will only  be  worthwhile if the  responses are determined in a  complex 
way;  otherwise, a more local form of  anticipation  (such as the one sketched  in the algorithm 
PREDIC~ED-EVALUATION-SHIFT in Figure 5) is  likely to be feasible and preferable. 

7 Conclusion 
In sum,  the  presented  framework has shown  the  potential  benefits  of the use of truly  global 

anticipation feedback in a dialog system. The  experience  reported  here  has  shown that global 
anticipation feedback is in fact a feasible technique  with many potential uses  in dialog systems; 
and  that  there exist enough  degrees of freedom in realizing  and applying the  technique to enable 
designers to overcome some of the problems  that may initially  make  the use of the technique 
appear to  be  impractical. 
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